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Under the Initial Single Pion Emission mechanism, we study the hidden-bottom dipion decays of Υ(11020),
i.e., Υ(11020) → Υ(nS )π+π− (n = 1, 2, 3) and Υ(11020) → hb(mP)π+π− (m = 1, 2). We predict explicit sharp
peak structures close to the B ¯B∗ and B∗ ¯B∗ thresholds and their reflections in theΥ(1S )π+,Υ(2S )π+ and hb(1P)π+
invariant mass spectrum distributions. We suggest future experiment, i.e., Belle, BaBar, and forthcoming BelleII
or Super-B, carry out the search for these novel phenomena, which can provide important test to the Initial Single
Emission mechanism existing in higher bottomonia.
PACS numbers: 13.25.Gv, 14.40.Pq, 13.75.Lb
Recently we have proposed a new decay mechanism, Ini-
tial Single Pion Emission (ISPE) [1], existing in the hidden-
bottom dipion decays of Υ(5S ). By the ISPE mechanism,
we have succeeded in producing two charged bottomonium-
like structures in the Υ(nS )π± (n = 1, 2, 3) and hb(mP)π±
(m = 1, 2) invariant mass spectrum distributions [1], which are
above the B ¯B∗ and B∗ ¯B thresholds, respectively. What is most
important is that these peak structures appear exactly at the en-
ergies corresponding to two charged Zb(10610) and Zb(10650)
newly observed by the Belle Collaboration [2]. In our previ-
ous work [3], we introduced the intermediate Zb(10610) and
Zb(10650) contribution to theΥ(5S ) hidden-bottom dipion de-
cay, where we have solved the puzzling on the cos θ distribu-
tion of Υ(5S ) → Υ(2S )π+π− given by Belle [4]. To some
extent, the work presented in Ref. [1] adopted different as-
sumptions compared with Ref. [3].
Following Ref. [1], we have applied the ISPE mecha-
nism to the hidden-charm dipion decays of ψ(4040), ψ(4160),
ψ(4415), and Y(4260), and two charged charmonium-like
structures are predicted close to the D ¯D∗ and D∗ ¯D∗ thresh-
olds [5]. The predicted line shape of dΓ/dmhc(1P)π of
ψ(4160) → hc(1P)π+π− can explain the CLEO-c measure-
ment of the hc(1P)π± invariant mass distribution from e+e− →
hc(1P)π+π− at ECM = 4170 MeV [6].
If the ISPE mechanism is a universal one in the hidden-
bottom dipion decays of heavy quarkonia, we can naturally
apply this to study the decay behaviors of other higher bot-
tomonia, and predict some novel phenomena. In Fig. 1, we
present the mass spectra of bottomonia with JPC = 1−− [7],
which are usually named as the Υ family. The comparison of
Υ states with the B ¯B threshold indicates that there are only
three bottomonia just above the B ¯B threshold. Other than
Υ(10860) studied in Ref. [1], Υ(11020) can serve a good test-
ing ground to study the hidden-bottom dipion decay involving
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the ISPE mechanism, where Υ(11020) was first observed by
the CUSB Collaboration [8] and the CLEO Collaboration [9],
and measured again by BaBar recently [10].
FIG. 1: (Color online.) The mass spectrum of Υ family. Here, we
also list the threshold of B ¯B and make a comparison with Υ states.
Because the mass of Υ(11020) is above the sum of the
masses of the emitted π and the intermediate B(∗) + ¯B(∗), the
pion initially emitted byΥ(11020) plays a crucial role to make
B(∗) and ¯B(∗) have low momenta, which can easily interact with
each other to transit into final states. This picture is named as
the ISPE mechanism [1]. In Fig. 2, we give the schematic
diagrams for the hidden-bottom dipion decay of Υ(11020).
In this letter, the hidden-bottom dipion decays of Υ(11020)
include
Υ(11020) ⇒ π± +

{B ¯B}∓
{B ¯B∗ + B∗ ¯B}∓
{B∗ ¯B∗}∓
⇒

Υ(1S )π+π−
Υ(2S )π+π−
Υ(3S )π+π−
hb(1P)π+π−
hb(2P)π+π−
, (1)
where B ¯B, B ¯B∗ + B∗ ¯B, and B∗ ¯B∗ are the intermediate states
contributing to the triangle loops. The superscript ± or ∓ de-
notes the charges of pion or B(∗) ¯B(∗) pair. Diagrams (a) and
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FIG. 2: The schematic hadron-level diagrams relevant to hidden-
bottom dipion decay ofΥ(11020) due to the ISPE mechanism. By re-
placing Υ(nS ) with hb(mP) in the final state, we obtain the schematic
diagrams for Υ(11020) → hb(mP)π+π−.
(b) shown in Fig. 2 can be transformed into each other if con-
sidering particle and antiparticle conjugation B(∗) ⇋ ¯B(∗) and
π+ ⇋ π−. By interchanging B(∗)+ ⇋ B(∗)0, B(∗)− ⇋ ¯B(∗)0,
and π+ ⇋ π−, one can deduce other diagrams relevant to the
hidden-bottom dipion decay of Υ(11020). We find that there
exist 4, 12, and 8 diagrams forΥ(11020) → Υ(nS )π+π− decay
via intermediate B ¯B, B ¯B∗ + B∗ ¯B, and B∗ ¯B∗, respectively, and
4, 8, and 8 diagrams for Υ(11020) → hb(mP)π+π− via inter-
mediate B ¯B, B ¯B∗ + B∗ ¯B, and B∗ ¯B∗, respectively (see Ref. [5]
for more details).
Because we use hadron-level description to the hidden-
bottom dipion decays of Υ(11020), the effective Lagrangian
approach is an appropriate way to describe the decay ampli-
tudes relevant to this process. The effective interaction La-
grangians involved in our calculation are given by, [11–14]
LΥ(11020)B(∗)B(∗)π =
−igΥ′BBπεµναβΥ′µ∂νB∂απ∂β ¯B + gΥ′B∗BπΥ′µ(Bπ ¯B∗µ + B∗µπ ¯B)
−igΥ′B∗B∗πεµναβΥ′µB∗ν∂απ ¯B∗β − ihΥ′B∗B∗πεµναβ∂µΥ′νB∗απ ¯B∗β,
(2)
LB∗B(∗)π =
igB∗Bπ(B∗µ∂µπ ¯B − B∂µπ ¯B∗µ) − gB∗B∗πεµναβ∂µB∗νπ∂α ¯B∗β,
(3)
LΥ(nS )B(∗)B(∗) =
igΥBBΥµ(∂µB ¯B − B∂µ ¯B) − gΥB∗Bεµναβ∂µΥν(∂αB∗β ¯B
+B∂α ¯B∗β) − igΥB∗B∗
{
Υµ(∂µB∗ν ¯B∗ν − B∗ν∂µ ¯B∗ν)
+(∂µΥνB∗ν − Υν∂µB∗ν) ¯B∗µ + B∗µ(Υν∂µ ¯B∗ν − ∂µΥν ¯B∗ν)
}
,
(4)
Lhb(mP)B(∗)B(∗) =
ghb B∗Bh
µ
b(B ¯B∗µ + B∗µ ¯B) + ighbB∗B∗εµναβ∂µhbνB∗α ¯B∗β (5)
with π = ~τ · ~π. In addition, we take B(∗) =
(
B(∗)+, B(∗)0
)
and
¯B(∗)T =
(
B(∗)−, ¯B(∗)0
)
, which correspond to the bottom meson
isodoublets. These effective Lagrangians presented in Eqs.
(2)-(4) can be strictly derived, terms including epsilon tensor
from Ref. [11] and other terms from Ref. [12], by extend-
ing the symmetry from S U(4) to S U(5). Here, the four-point
vertex Υ(11020)B(∗) ¯B(∗)π is described by Eq. (2). The first
term in Eq. (2) is similar to the effective Lagrangian de-
scribing ω → [π + ρ]L=1, except for the replacement of ρ
by an anti-symmetric combination of two fields correspond-
ing to the B and ¯B mesons. Thus, Υ′πBB can be simplified
as a 1− → [0− + 1−]L=1 basic process. The second term in
Eq. (2) reflects 1− → 0− + [0− + 1−]L=0, while the third
term in Eq. (2) is a 1− → {0− + [1− + 1−]L=1}L=1 process.
In Eq. (2), the fourth term is same as the third term, except
for parity violation coupling to B∗B∗π due to the V − A in-
teraction. Eq. (3) corresponds to the couplings of B(∗) and
¯B(∗) mesons with pion, which are P-wave interactions, i.e.,
B(∗) → [B(∗) + π]L=1. Eqs. (4) and (5) show the interaction
of bottomonia Υ(nS ) and hb(mP) with B(∗) and ¯B(∗) mesons,
respectively, where Υ(nS ) → [B(∗) + ¯B(∗)]L=1 interactions are
typical P-wave couplings, while hb(mP) → [B(∗) + ¯B(∗)]L=0
are S-wave interactions. In the explanation presented above,
the subscripts L = 0 and L = 1 denote the interactions of the
subsystems in the brackets [...] and {...} being S-wave and P-
wave couplings, respectively. The coupling constants in Eq.
(3) satisfy the relation gB∗B∗π = gB∗Bπ√mBmB∗ =
2g
fπ . By using the
branching ratio of D∗ → Dπ measured by CLEO-c [15] and
fπ = 132 MeV, one gets g = 0.59 [16]. In Eq. (4), there also
exists the relation
gΥBB = gΥB∗B∗
mB
mB∗
= gΥB∗BmΥ
√
mB
mB∗
=
mΥ
fΥ ,
where fΥ and mΥ denote the decay constant and the mass of
Υ(nS ), respectively. In addition, the coupling constants in
Eq. (5) are determined as
ghbBB∗ = −2g1
√
mhb mBmB∗ , ghbB∗B∗ = 2g1
mB∗√
mhb
, (6)
with g1 = −
√
mχb0
3
1
fχb0 , where mχb0 and fχb0 are the mass and
the decay constant of χb0(1P), respectively [14].
Taking the process Υ(11020) → π±{B ¯B}∓ →
Υ(nS )π+π−, hb(mP)π+π− as an example, we illustrate how to
deduce the corresponding decay amplitudes. In Fig. 3, the
ISPE mechanism gives the hadron-level diagrams depicting
Υ(11020) → π±{B ¯B}∓ → Υ(nS )π+π−. We can easily obtain
the diagrams for Υ(11020) → π±{B ¯B}∓ → hb(mP)π+π− by
replacing Υ(nS ) with hb(mP).
The decay amplitude of Fig. 3 (a) can be written as
Ma = (i)3
∫ d4q
(2π)4 [−igΥ′BBπεµναβǫ
µ
Υ′ (ipρ1)(ipα3)(ipβ2)]
×[igB∗Bπ(−ipλ4)][−gΥ(nS )B∗Bεδνθφ(ipδ5)ǫνΥ(nS )(−iqθ)]
× 1
p21 − m2B
1
p22 − m2B
−gλφ + qλqφ/m2B∗
q2 − m2B∗
F 2(q2), (7)
or
Ma = (i)3
∫ d4q
(2π)4 [−igΥ′BBπεµραβǫ
µ
Υ′ (ipρ1)(ipα3)(ipβ2)]
×[igB∗Bπ(−ip4λ)][−ghbB∗Bǫhbν]
1
p21 − m2B
1
p22 − m2B
×−g
λν + qλqν/m2B∗
q2 − m2B∗
F 2(q2), (8)
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FIG. 3: (Color Online) The hadron-level diagrams for Υ(11020) →
Υ(nS )π+π− (n = 1, 2, 3) decays with B ¯B as the intermediate states.
Replacing Υ(nS ) with hb(mP), we get all diagrams for Υ(11020) →
hb(mP)π+π− decays.
which corresponds to the process
Υ(11020) → π−B+(p1) ¯B0(p2) → Υ(nS )(p3)π+(p4)π−(p5),
or
Υ(11020) → π−B+(p1) ¯B0(p2) → hb(mP)(p3)π+(p4)π−(p5),
where q denotes the momentum of the exchanged meson B∗0
in transition B+ ¯B0 → Υ(nS )π+π−. We take F (q2) = (Λ2 −
m2B∗)/(q2 − m2B∗), which denotes the monopole form factor to
describe the vertex structure appearing in the B ¯B → Υ(nS )π+
transition. In addition, such form factor also plays an impor-
tant role to compensate the off-shell effect of the exchanged
B(∗) mesons. In general, the cutoff Λ can be parameterized
as Λ = ξΛQCD + mB∗ with ΛQCD = 220 MeV. The decay
amplitude of Fig. 3 (c) is given by Eq. (7) or Eq. (8) by
interchanging p4 and p5 with each other, i.e.,
Mc =Ma|p4→p5p5→p4 .
Due to S U(2) symmetry, we find other relations of the decay
amplitudes
Mb =Ma, Md =Mc, (9)
where decay amplitudes Mi (i = a, b, c, d) correspond to Fig.
3 (i). Eq. (9) make the total decay amplitudes of Υ(11020) →
Υ(nS )π+π− and Υ(11020) → hb(mP)π+π− be simplified as
M = 2 (Ma +Mc) , (10)
where the factor 2 reflects the S U(2) symmetry just consid-
ered in this letter. In Ref. [5], we have listed the detailed
diagrams and formulation of the hidden-charm dipion de-
cays of higher charmonia, where we consider the intermediate
D ¯D∗+D∗ ¯D and D∗ ¯D∗ contributions to higher charmonium de-
cays by the ISPE mechanism. Thus, replacing {initial higher
charmonium→ Υ(11020)} and {D(∗)/ ¯D(∗) → ¯B(∗)/B(∗)}, one
TABLE I: A summary of mass adopted in this letter.
Mass (MeV) [7]
Υ(11020) Υ(3S ) Υ(2S ) Υ(1S ) hb(1P) [17] hb(2P) [17]
11019 10355 10023 9460 9898 10259
B B∗ π
5279 5325 140
can obtain the corresponding decay amplitudes for Υ(11020)
hidden-bottom dipion decays via the intermediate B ¯B∗ + B∗ ¯B
and B∗ ¯B∗ (see Ref. [5] for more details).
With the above prescription, the differential decay width for
Υ(11020) decay into Υ(nS )π+π− reads as
dΓ = 1(2π)3
1
32m3
Υ(11020)
|M|2dm2Υ(nS )π+dm2π+π− (11)
with m2
Υ(nS )π+ = (p4 + p5)2 and m2π+π− = (p3 + p4)2, where
the overline indicates the average over the polarizations of
the Υ(11020) in the initial state and the sum over the po-
larization of Υ(nS ) in the final state. Replacing mΥ(nS )π+
with mhb(mP)π+ , we obtain the differential decay width for
Υ(11020) → hb(mP)π+π−. The values of the meson masses
involved in the hidden-bottom dipion decays of Υ(11020) are
listed in Table. I.
In Fig. 4, we show the dependence of
dΓ(Υ(11020) → Υ(nS )π+π−)/dmΥ(nS )π+ and dΓ(Υ(11020) →
hb(mP)π+π−)/dmhb(mP)π+ on the Υ(nS )π+ and hb(mP)π+
invariant mass spectra, respectively, where we take ξ = 1. We
need to specify that these numerical results listed in Fig. 4 are
weakly dependent on the values of the parameter ξ, which is
consistent with that found in Ref. [1]. Because we only focus
on the line shapes of dΓ(Υ(11020) → Υ(nS )π+π−)/dmΥ(nS )π+
and dΓ(Υ(11020) → hb(mP)π+π−)/dmhb(mP)π+ , the maxima of
the line shapes in Fig. 4 are normalized to be 1.
Our theoretical calculation indicates (1) there exist explicit
sharp peaks close to the B ¯B∗ and B∗ ¯B∗ thresholds in the
Υ(1S )π+, Υ(2S )π+, and hb(1P)π+ invariant mass spectrum
distributions. In addition, we also find the reflections of these
sharp peaks on the lower side of the invariant mass; (2) the
broad structures close to the B ¯B∗ and B∗ ¯B∗ thresholds appear
in the Υ(3S )π+ invariant mass spectrum distribution, which
are due to the overlapping peaks of two corresponding reflec-
tions; (3) in the hb(2P)π+ invariant mass spectrum, we also
find a structure around B ¯B∗ threshold, which is narrower than
that appearing in the Υ(3S )π+ invariant mass spectrum. In
addition, we also find a small peak around B∗ ¯B∗ and its reflec-
tion, which are close to each other; (4) the intermediate B ¯B
contribution to the hidden-bottom dipion decays of Υ(11020)
does not give the phenomena similar to those from the inter-
mediate B ¯B∗ and B∗ ¯B∗ states contributing to Υ(11020) decays
just described above. They just give broad background-like
line shape.
When comparing the results shown in Fig. 4 with those of
Figs. 3-4 in Ref. [1], we notice the differences between these
results, which are mainly due to the change of mass of the
initial state, i.e., the mass of Υ(11020) is different from that of
Υ(5S ) (10860 MeV).
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FIG. 4: (Color online.) The distribution of dΓ(Υ(11020) → Υ(nS )π+π+)/dmΥ(nS )π+ and dΓ(Υ(11020) → hb(mP)π+π+)/dmhb(mP)π+ dependent
on the Υ(nS )π+ and hb(mP)π+ invariant mass spectra. Here, the results presented in the first, the second, and the third rows are from the
intermediate B ¯B, B ¯B∗ + B∗ ¯B, and B∗ ¯B∗ contributions, respectively. The vertical solid and dashed lines denote the threshold of B ¯B∗ + B∗ ¯B and
B∗ ¯B∗, respectively.
The comparison of line shapes in Fig. 4 indicates that the
line shapes are dependent on the the definite hidden-bottom
dipion decays of Υ(11020). Although we have obtained the
peak structures just shown in Fig. 4, these are not typical
Breit-Wigner type distributions when subtracting the contri-
bution from the reflection. Thus, use of mass and width to
specify these peak structures is not appropriate and realistic.
In this work, we would like to emphasize that the sharp peak
structures appear in the corresponding invariant mass spec-
trum, which can be tested in future experiment.
In conclusion, in this letter we study the hidden-bottom di-
pion decays of Υ(11020) by the ISPE mechanism, which has
been first proposed in Ref. [1] to study two charged Zb struc-
tures observed by Belle [2] and has also been applied to inves-
tigate the hidden-charm dipion decays of higher charmonia
[5]. Furthermore, we predict the charged bottom-like struc-
tures close to the B ¯B∗ and B∗ ¯B∗ thresholds, which exist in the
Υ(nS )π± and hb(mP)π± invariant mass spectra of the hidden-
bottom dipion decays ofΥ(11020). Just indicated in this letter,
these charged peak structures are predicted due to the ISPE
mechanism, a peculiar effect involved in the decays of higher
bottomonia and/or charmonia [1, 5]. We must admit that there
exists interference between background and the ISPE contri-
butions, where in this work we do not include background
contribution due to our ignorance to background contribution.
To some extend, such interference effect could bring some un-
certainty to our prediction.
At present, there only exist the experimental measurements
of the mass and width for Υ(11020) [8–10] while the infor-
mation of its strong decay behaviors is still absent [7]. To
some extent, the prediction presented in this letter could stim-
ulate experimentalists’ interest in carrying out further study
on Υ(11020), especially on its hidden-bottom dipion decays.
Besides Belle and BaBar, the forthcoming Belle II experi-
ment [18] will provide a good platform to study the properties
of Υ(11020). In addition, the SuperB Factory has been ap-
proved by the Italian government in the last year [19], which
is also suitable to study the bottomonium decays. Here, we
suggest these experimental search for the predicted charged
bottomonium-like structures around the B ¯B∗ and B∗ ¯B∗ thresh-
olds by the hidden-bottom dipion decays of Υ(11020), which
will provide a crucial test on the ISPE mechanism [1].
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